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Interested in digital libraries, I first looked at the organizational chart of California
Digital Library and then compared it with the organizational chart of a public library
of the City of Burbank, CA.

One of the world’s largest digital libraries, the California Digital Library (CDL) is a
unit within a public university network.  It was founded by the University of
California in 1997 as a response to one of the major change factors—the advance of
technology. The organizational structure of the CDL is based on five core programs:
Collection Development and Management; Digital Special Collections; Discovery &
Delivery; Publishing Group; and University of California Curation Center (California
Digital Library, CDL organizational chart).  In addition, the CDL has five groups that
provide services to support the programs and the overall management of the
organization at large: Business Services; Information Services; Infrastructure &
Applications Support Services; Strategic and Project Planning Services; and User
Experience Design Services. Serving the UC campus libraries, the CDL is part of the
department of Academic Planning, Programs, and Coordination at the UC Office of
the President.  The Office of the President reports to the Board of Regents
(University of California Organization Chart).  

The Burbank Public Library (BPL) is a medium-size public library run by the City of
Burbank, CA (City of Burbank, CA, Library Services). The library operates two main
divisions: Technical Services and Public Services. The Technical Services include
Technical Processing Services (acquisitions, cataloging, and processing of library
materials); Automation Services (circulation, database maintenance, online public
access Web-based catalog); and Branch Services. The latter operate three
branches: Burbank Central Library, Buena Vista Branch Library, and Northwest
Branch Library.  The Public Services, in turn, operate Adult, Children, and Young
Adult Services, and Literacy Services.  The BPL Director reports to the City Manager,
who reports to the City Council, accountable to the Electorate of the City of Burbank
(City of Burbank, CA, General City). 

Comparative analysis of the CDL and the BPL organizational charts revealed both
similarities and differences in their organizational structure. 

Similarities

Lack of autonomy. Both libraries are part of larger institutions. The BPL is
part of the municipal organizational structure and is therefore influenced by
the city administration in which it operates. The BPL organizational chart
available on the City of Burbank website does not reflect the current
organizational structure of the library, e.g. the Technical Services division is
not displayed on the chart. It was thanks to the library website information
that I was able to identify the current organizational makeup of the BPL
(Burbank Public Library. About). This demonstrates the informational
disconnect between the library and its parent organization. Part of university
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network, the CDL is controlled by the UC network administration.
Tri-partite operating environment. In addition to their internal
organizational environment, both the BPL and the CDL are influenced by their
parent organization and/or network environment, as well as the environment
that exists beyond the parent institution—the community at large (Evans &
Layzell, 2007, pp. 39-40).

2.

Centralization vs. Decentralization. Both institutions demonstrate vertical
hierarchical structure representing traditional principles of classic divisional
hierarchy—“complete with decentralized line management and centralized
“shared service” staff,” as described in Friesen (2005, p. 49). In particular,
both the BPL and the CDL have the shared services units: the BPL has the
Technical Services division, while the CDL maintains five groups that provide
services to support the programs and the overall management of the
organization.

3.

Differentiation. The CDL and the BPL are complex organizations in which
the division of labor is high—the total process is divided up so that
individuals perform separate tasks (Disher, Designing organizations).

4.

Departmentalization. Both libraries follow departmentalization by function
– “by far the most common form of organizational design” (Disher, 2010, p.
15), e.g. the Technical Services and Public Services divisions in the BPL and
five core programs in the CDL.

5.

Responsibility and Authority distribution. The Scalar principle is
characteristic to both libraries, in that authority flows from the top of the
organizations down, and responsibility flows in the opposite direction, from
the bottom of the organizations up (Disher, 2010, pp. 18-19).

6.

Accountability. The CDL and the BPL are both public organizations and are
therefore accountable to the public for the use of the taxpayers’ money.

7.

Differences

Organization design. Both libraries follow a hierarchical model with the
elements of Weber’s “ideal bureaucracy”: “The organization of offices follows
the principle of hierarchy; that is, each lower office is under the control and
supervision of a higher one” (Evans & Layzell, 2007, p. 22). The difference in
size, however—CDL has over 80 employees whereas BPL is run by
approximately 40 employees—results in a different number of hierarchy
levels on the organizational charts. The number of management hierarchy
levels in CDL, as a result, is greater than those in the BPL.

1.

Hierarchy of Authority. With many levels of control and a wide span of
control, both libraries can be considered tall organizations. The BPL, however,
seems to have a flatter structure as it has fewer levels of control than the
CDL.

2.

Departmentalization. Whereas the CDL is mostly departmentalized by
function, the BPL, in addition to function-based specialization, also
distinguishes departmentalization by customer (Disher, 2010, p. 15): The
BPL’s Public Services operate Adult, Children, and Young Adult Services,
departmentalized by the customer groups’ age.

3.

Span of control. The CDL seems to exercise a wider span of control, in
which managers supervise a larger number of employees. The BPL, on the
other hand, seems to have a slightly narrower span of control.  The latter,
however, may be resulting from a smaller number of staff.  As the wide span
of control is conducive to a better flow of communication across
organizations, the CDL structure seems to have a better communication flow
potential than the BPL.

4.

Accountability. The variation in accountability stems from different sources
of funding. After the activation of the AB121 (a.k.a. the “Trigger Bill”) in
December 2011, Public Library Funds were eliminated from state library
funding (From the desk of Library Services Director Sharon Cohen, 2012). 
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Now that it is mostly funded by the local money, the BPL is primarily
accountable to the City of Burbank and the local government, whereas the
CDL, funded by the state money, is accountable to the State California.

In order to compete in the changing world, organizations are shifting their functions
and design, opting for flatter structures with fewer levels of control.  Leaders should
use organizational charts not only as a way of making the governance of their
organizations visible, but also as a tool of strategic planning. The CDL chart provides
an example of the strategic application of this tool, including new staff positions
that are envisioned to enhance the organizational structure in the future.  The BPL
chart, however, does not fit the bill, reflecting the current state of public libraries
struggling to survive on reduced budget.  As Brockhaus said nearly 40 years ago—I
find it still relevant today—“the ideal organizational charts should incorporate the
best estimates of what direction the company should take, what courses of action to
follow, and what modes of operation are necessary to bring about the changes.  The
next step is to make the transition from today’s situation to the ideal situation of
tomorrow” (1974, p. 49).
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***

P.S.: Please find a double-spaced version formatted in the APA style in the
attachment to this post.
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